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1. ARDEX P 51 primer    
2. ARDEX S 1-K waterproofing layer
3. ARDEX FB 9 L adhesive for ceramic/stone
4. ceramic/stone paving   
5. IndorTec® FLEXDRAIN-HD line drain
6. flange of the drain

Unique, flexible and ultra-flat shower gulley system, which has two 
drainage levels and the innovave seal collar, aached by the 
manufacturer, which is excellent for safe bonding with waterproof-
ing layer.

Drain away water from stone or ceramic paving and drainage it 
below paving.
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IndorTec®FLEXDRAIN-HD



1. Reversible part which can be used as holder for le or stainless cover
2. Second drainage level: Stainless steel drain frame with covered drainage slits
3. Stainless steel gully body with seal collar aached on site, with 11 mm narrow adhesive flange
4. Ultra-shallow installaon height

 Easy height adjustment:
1. Pull off support clip
2. Slide the height adjuster to the middle and adjust the height (6-15 mm)
3. Slide the height adjustment apart and fit the support clip.

Drainage prevents damage caused by seepage water accumulaon and prolongs 
work life of waterproof layer and prevents the appearance of the stains on 
paving.

Maximum flexibility reduces the need for different versions of the gulley.

The reversible cover can be used both as a holder for le and a stainless steel 
cover.

The seal The seal collar, aached by the manufacturer, with its narrow adhesive flange 
enables universal use even in corner and wall areas.

It is easily cleaned because every part of the gully can be simply removed.

Available in three lengths: 750 mm / 950 mm/1150 mm and two frame height: 
11 mm for ceramic and mosaic, 22 mm for natural stone.


